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Andrew Williamson / Dave Taylor - London Rally for Heroes, April 2013

London Rally for Heroes —April 2013

Team Williamson in all it’s glory (above) and a couple of unusually dressed
start marshals (below) !!!
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CLUB NIGHT IS NOW EVERY THURSDAY
******

at

******

UXBRIDGE CRICKET CLUB
Gatting Way, Park Road, Uxbridge, UB8 1NR
(off the A40, South from Swakeleys Roundabout
and then left at the 2nd set of lights)
Map Reference: 176/063849

HOT FOOD SERVED UNTIL 10.00 PM

FORTHCOMING EVENTS
9th
January

Club Night 20.30 NATTER AND NOGGIN

12th
January

Rally

16th
January

Club Night 20.30 NATTER AND NOGGIN

Early TRS BRANDS HATCH STAGES—The latest running
of this popular event that uses all the Indy Circuit, the
paddock and the Rally School track! A good MCAC
entry and contact the Ed if you‘re going to watch…
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23rd
January

Club Night 20.30 NATTER AND NOGGIN

30th
January

Club Night 20.30 NATTER AND NOGGIN

1st
February

Club Night 18.30 ANNUAL DINNER DANCE & AWARDS
on
PRESENTATION—Our premier evening of the
year, being held again at MrPOONS Chinese Restaurant in Chalfont St. Giles—see later on in the
mag for full details, but be there or be square!

6th
February

Partner‘s
20.30 NATTER AND NOGGIN—No Partners Evening in
Club Night
February, as we‘ve only just met! Mind you, you can
always bring them down next week for a romantic
evening at the UCC...

13th
February

Club Night 20.30 NATTER AND NOGGIN

20th
February

Club Night 12:00 NATTER AND NOGGIN

27th
February

Club Night 18.30 NATTER AND NOGGIN
on

6th
March

Partner‘s
20.30 PARTNERS EVENING — What will it be tonight?
Club Night
Check out the website and see...

13th
March

Club Night 20.30 NATTER AND NOGGIN—Will that special someone be with you tonight? No, probably not...

20th
March

Club Night 20.30 NATTER AND NOGGIN

What do you Want ?
Don‘t forget, this is your Club so if
you have any particular activity you
would like included on a Club Night,

or a visit somewhere, please let one
of the Event Co-ordinators know—
see the back of the mag for details.

Editor: Chris Keys Published by MCAC Ltd. St. Joseph’s, Heronsgate, Rickmansworth, Herts. WD3 5DF

MIDDLESEX COUNTY AUTOMOBILE CLUB Ltd. is a member of ACSMC, AEMC & WAMC
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W H A T ‘ S

O N ?

A bit of a MCAC focus for the start of the year—there is plenty else happening, I just don‘t have the details at the moment!!!
Sunday 6th April, 9.00 am
Brakefast Autotests/AutoSOLO, Bovingdon
Thursday 24th April, 9.00 pm
Annual General Meeting, Uxbridge CC
Sunday 11th May, 9.00 am
MiddleWick Stages, MOD Woodbridge
Sunday 1st June, 9.00 am
Bovingdon AutoSOLO/Autotests
Saturday 12th July 6.00 pm
MCAC at the Ace Café, London
Sunday 20th July, 9.00 am
Uxbridge Autoshow, Uxbridge
Wednesday 6th August, 4.00 pm
Classics on the Green, Croxley Green
Sunday 10th August, 9.00 am
Simply Sideways AutoSOLO, Bovingdon
Saturday 4th October, 9.00 am
AutoSOLO/Autotests, Bovingdon
Saturday 6th December, 12.00 noon
Rockingham Stages/Junior Stages
Sunday 7th December, 9.00 am
Rockingham Stages/Sunday Stages
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Ed’s Bit….
Blimey, where have the last few months gone! I can‘t quite believe it was August when I published the last mag, and as ever, I really can only apologise
for yet another very late mag.
Anyhow, first off I‘d just like to say Happy New Year to everyone and share
that my New Years Resolution will be to publish a mag every two months
(three maximum) with whatever content I have and can muster! However,
the main purpose of the mag will be to publicise all the events we are involved with (both socially and competitively), as I know how useful everyone
finds it to be reminded about what‘s happening sooner rather than after the
event (did someone mention Rockingham!?!?). We have a very full competition and social diary for 2014 – see ‗What‘s On‘ and Tony‘s Chairman‘s Chat
for more details – and all events will need your help, support and entries to
make the most of them.
2013 seems to have been quite a quiet competitive year for many of the usual suspects – myself included following the altercation on last year‘s Longmoor Loco – but a flurry of late events has seen a decent number of club entries at both Rockingham and Longmoor, and we have quite a few out at the
Brands Hatch Stages. We obviously all like getting cold and wet!
I managed to squeeze in both Rockingham and Longmoor in the 205, with
wildly differing results. Rockingham saw Paul Hopkinson reprise his role in
the left hand seat (after sitting in with me as Course Car a couple of years
back when I had the really bad misfire issues) and after two stages we were
17th o/a and a comfortable 2nd in class. Unfortunately stage three saw the reoccurrence of an old problem and a lunched clutch release bearing led to us
being unable to select gears. After a bit of head scratching Paul, James Riley
and myself (with some help from a bunch of mad Welsh mechanics from another crew!) managed to remove the gearbox, replace the release bearing
and have her back driving round the car park in 2½ hours – top team! Unfortunately the new bearing only lasted 7/8ths of the first stage on Sunday before destroying itself again, but the pace was definitely there, as we were 11 th
fastest even with the lack of gears at the end. An early bath therefore beckoned, but after a bit of brainstorming with Paul, James, Andy Inskip and Martin Lush, we were sure we had sussed out the problem and even had a fix….
Another gearbox out, replace release bearing, box back in again session was
squeezed in before Christmas and a way to limit the clutch pedal travel devised (the ‗magic‘ fix – hopefully!). With Graham back in the navigator seat
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again, a very frosty and slippery Longmoor greeted us on 29 th December,
and there certainly isn‘t a better test of the car than this very tight and twisty
event. I don‘t know quite what it is about this venue, but I (and the car) seem
to really suit it, and this year we really did pull something out of the bag. After
stage 1 we were 4th o/a (and leading the claas!) and even after two more
stages we were still there, but it was starting to dry out rapidly, and Richard
Edwards/Paul Brown et al. were finally able to put their power down and we
were sitting ducks for our position on the leader board, if not the class… Although we did lose out on outright stage times in the afternoon, we managed
to just keep off a hard-charging Astra for the class win, but more importantly
we finished a staggering 5th o/a – quite comfortably the best result both Graham and I have ever had!
It ended up a great event for MCAC with Richard Edwards/Paul Brown wining the event on Richard‘s last ever outing (he‘s now officially retired to become a farmer J), Andrew Williamson/Martin Mansell were 13 th o/a and 2nd in
class, Charles Johnson/Kieran Hogben 14th o/a and Jaz Bareham co-drove
Emily Bunyan to 29th o/a – only Dave & Chris West retired with a broken
driveshaft.
Have a happy and successful 2014 and I look forward to seeing all of you
helping out and competing on our events.
Chris

C h a i r m a n ‘ s

C h a t

Unfortunately, due to the lack of articles, it is some time since the last isue of
the Magazine but with the start of 2014 it is to be hoped that things will improve and that you all put pen to paper (or send an email) so that future issues can be produces regularly.
Back at the start of last August, we had a good entry for the Simply Sideways
AutoSOLO at Bovingdon, which was won by Maciej Knapinski from Farnborough DMC, with Best MCAC going to Grzegorz Kokoszka, who was 1st in
Class A, leading the Polish contingent of new MCAC members. Bartlomiej
Smolen finished 2nd in the same class while Zaneta Kabat was the Best Lady.
The following Wednesday was the annual Classics on the Green show and
we had the usual good attendance and display at Croxley Green.
Fast forward to December for our annual visit to Rockingham and our major
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event, the Rockingham Stages, which we co-promote with Thame MSC. After
a couple of years with low entries the entry list filled quickly and we actually
had a few reserves, although late withdrawals and non-starters meant that
we eventually ran just under the maximum combined number of 80.Despite
the good entry, for various reasons the background support from members
for the set-up on the Friday/Saturday morning and clear-up on the Sunday
was virtually non-existent and it was, as usual, left to the faithful few to make
sure the venue was cleared. Many thanks to those few that did help.
Unfortunately, due to another commitment I could not attend the Christmas
Buffet but understand that a good evening was had by all and that there was
a good turn-out, although no one seems sure how many attended!
My own competitive year was quite subdued after Ypres, with only the
Trackrod Historic at the end of September and the Tempest in early November with Graham in the MkII. Also in November, Guy‘s usual co-driver had
hired a car for her own entry on the R.A.C. so Guy was looking for a volunteer to read the maps on the 2 Sunday R.A.C. Clubman events. Although I
wasn‘t much help (varifocals and bouncing rally cars do not make reading a
map very easy!), we did manage 2nd on both events in the Lotus Sunbeam.
Thanks Guy.
Looking to the future, we have the Annual Dinner and Awards Presentation
on the 1st February. If you won an award last year, please make sure it is
returned ASAP so that it can be re-engraved. Other dates to note are:
Sunday 6th April, 9.00 am – Brakefast Autotests/AutoSOLO, Bovingdon
Thursday 24th April, 9.00 pm – Annual General Meeting, Uxbridge CC
Sunday 11th May, 9.00 am – MiddleWick Stages, MOD Woodbridge
Sunday 1st June, 9.00 am – Bovingdon AutoSOLO/Autotests
Saturday 12th July 6.00 pm – MCAC at the Ace Café, London
Sunday 20th July, 9.00 am – Uxbridge Autoshow, Uxbridge
Wednesday 6th August, 4.00 pm – Classics on the Green, Croxley Green
Sunday 10th August, 9.00 am – Simply Sideways AutoSOLO, Bovingdon
Saturday 4th October, 9.00 am – AutoSOLO/Autotests, Bovingdon
Saturday 6th December, 12.00 noon – Rockingham Stages/Junior Stages
Sunday 7th December, 9.00 am – Rockingham Stages/Sunday Stages
Thursday 18th December 8.30 pm – Christmas Buffet, Uxbridge CC
I hope that everyone had a good Christmas and wish you all a Happy New
Year.
Tony
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London Rally for Heroes
19th & 20th April 2013
Car: 41 - Andrew Williamson/Dave Taylor
Ford Escort RS (Mk II, 2.0 OHC)
When I first heard about the plans to run a new, multi-venue, tarmac rally in
the south-east, I was immediately interested. After resurrecting the Escort
over the last couple of years it was a great opportunity to step up from the
handful of airfield/circuit events Dave and I had participated in recently. The
rally was also supporting the Help for Heroes charity and if participating
would help in a small way then that was certainly a reason to get out there.
In the meantime, there was the small matter of an axle change. As part of
longer term plans to have the car recognised as a Historic I was in the process of replacing the rear axle with a fully floating Atlas. Inevitably, there
were one or two complications along the way and the car was only mobile
again just under a week before the event, with the new wheels arriving only
the day before the start. Not much hope of a pre-event test then! There was
just enough time to apply some new black stripes and its shiny new gold
wheels, so at least the car was looking fresh, even if the driver wasn‘t!
The event itself had all the trappings of a much bigger event, including a ceremonial start at Brooklands on Friday evening (complete with TV crews and
grid girls). After an early start on the Saturday morning, up to 21 stages lay
ahead. The stages themselves where a mixture of narrow woodland lanes (at
Minley and Bramley), current and former military barracks (at Deepcut and
Montgomery), the spectator stages and service area at Rushmoor Arena and
a final couple of laps around the Mercedes-Benz track at Brooklands.
It was almost midnight by the time I got home from dropping the car at Rushmoor and the alarm was going off much too soon. Time to get back down
there for an 0800 start time. As always, it was good to get the first stage under the belt – a couple of miles around Rushmoor – and from then on it pretty
much non-stop. Apart from a hold up at Minley (where a Porsche 911 hurled
itself at a tree) and the two short services, the next ten hours consisted of a
blur of road sections, stage arrivals, stage starts and finishes. Thankfully
Dave‘s experience in the co-driver‘s seat meant that we had a largely trouble
free run around the lanes, highways and motorways of north Hampshire and
Surrey. On the stages we had a similarly trouble free run, only blemished by
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a small adventure across the lawn in Deepcut (you know you have properly
gone off when you have to drive around the photographer to get back on the
stage). Our plan to take it steadily and make sure we were there at the finish
paid dividends. I was delighted with how the car held together after the lack
of testing and we ended up 25th overall, 4th in class.
I really enjoyed the mix of stages. Whilst they were generally short, the stages were each challenging in their own way. Some had very little room for error, in others there was certainly a bit more room to throw the car around.
Most of all though, it was great to be able to do a new multi-venue rally in the
south-east – there were certainly a few surprised and interested faces as we
headed around the M25 to Brooklands on a Saturday afternoon, on slicks.
I hope it runs again next year and, provided it doesn‘t clash with the London
Marathon, I will be there too. In the meantime and with apologies to those I
must have missed, it just leaves me to say a big thank you to the people who
made it possible:
In the build-up: Polly (for all his advice and help with the axle, brakes and
much more), my Dad and Steve Case (for applying the stripes and a few last
minute fixes), James Riley (for help in getting the axle in in the first place),
Guy Anderson (for help and advice) and Martin Mansell (for a huge amount
of help, information and ideas);
On the day: Our great service crew whose enthusiasm and organisation was
so impressive: James Riley, Steve Hedges, Martin Moane, John Gibson,
Chris Hedges, Steve Casey and Sam Casey; and
Those that were out there marshalling. I spotted Brian and Kevin but I am
sure there were many more.
Thanks guys, same again next year? (Unfortunately it seems not! Ed)
Results:
5 Richard EDWARDS/Andy Hollingham (Ford Escort)
25 Andrew WILLIAMSON/Dave TAYLOR (Ford Escort)
34 David JOHNSON/Nigel BANKS (Proton Satria)
42 Holly BAILEY/Sam POTHECARY (Renault Clio)
DNF - Ernie GRAHAM/Will GRAHAM (Ford Escort)
DNF – Pat ANDERSON/Tom MANSFIELD (Talbot Sunbeam)
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Enjoyed Reading This Mag…..?
Contributions and/or pictures for inclusion in future issues of the magazine
should be submitted to Chris Keys at chrisk@mcac.co.uk The closing date for
the next issue is 1st March 2014

DINNER DANCE 2014
WE AGAIN RETURN TO MR POONS,
CHALFONT ST GILES, FOR OUR ANNUAL
DINNER DANCE & AWARDS ON SATURDAY
1ST FEBRUARY 2014

Ticket are only £25 per person
So for more details, or to book, contact
Tony Phillips or Guy Anderson

The Middlesex Magazine
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DAVE BAKER
It is with much regret that we need to announce that Vice-President Dave
Baker died in August.
Dave was and enthusiastic and much valued Club member who joined the
MCAC with his brother Tom on 11th April 1969 and played a very active role
particularly during the 70s and continued to do so until the early 90s.
He was a skilled sheet metal worker and during his early days as a member
was employed by Rolls Royce at their private airfield at Leavesden (Watford)
where he was involved with the building of helicopter engines. These skills
were used extensively in the preparation of the three Sunbeam Imp Sports
which competed so successfully in the 1970 and 1971 RAC Rallies as well as
many other Home International, National and Restricted status events.
Dave was an original signatory to the incorporation of the Club as a limited
company in January 1975 and a Council member for many years. He was
appointed one of the Club‘s delegates to the TVMC in 1977.
He was elected a Vice-President in April 1992 in recognition of his longstanding dedication to the Club‘s activities.

MARK PERRY
It is with much regret that we need to announce that long standing member
Mark Perry died in Setember.
Many of the 'older' members will remember him for his abilities as a service
crew member on the 1971 RAC Rally where he supported the Club's winning
team and for his many successes driving for the Club on International, National and Restricted stage rallies in the '70s.
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2013 Championship Positions
If you believe you have any claims up to 6th December 2013 that still need to
be submitted, please contact Andrew Williamson and Tony Phillips urgently
– and at the latest by 6th January 2014 - as the awards will be passed to the
engravers during the first working week of the month.

Chief Marshal’s Corner
Chelmsford MC Winter Brands Hatch Stages — 12th January 2014
Chief Marshal - Karen Scott - marshals@brandshatchstages.co.uk or visit
Chelmsford MC website to register.
Autosport International 9th - 12th January 2014
Trade 9th/10th reduced ticket process for MSA Licence holders - see website for details - Public days 11th/12th. www.autosportinternational.com
Rally Marshals Training Days 2014
Date: 1/2/2014 Association of Eastern Motor Clubs (AEMC)
Main Discipline: Rally, Radio
Venue: Cambridge (Regional College)
Contact: Clive Grounds, email: clive@grounds.org.uk,
Rally Marshal training (New Marshals, In-Stage Marshals, Radio Marshals,
Timing Marshals and Stage Commanders sessions)
Date: 5. 6 & 7/2/2014 ATLS
Main Discipline: Autotests, Cross Country, Hillclimbs, Karting, Race, Rally,
Rallycross, Sprints, Rescue
Venue: Silverstone
Contact: Jan Caspell, email: jan.caspell@nhs.net, tel. 01438 781 175 x4175
Advanced Trauma Life Support (ATLS) The course will be held at Silverstone
Circuit Medical Centre
Legend Fires Northwest Stages, Blackpool 7th/8th Feb 2014
Entries Secretary
Ann McCormack, 99 Marina Village, Preston Brook, Runcorn, WA7 3BH
Chief Marshal: Mark Wilkinson Tel - 0161 437 6425 or 07879 657 580
marshals@nwstages.co.uk

Regards
Darren, Chief Marshal
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The Targa Florio – One of the World’s
Greatest Roadraces
Since I haven‘t much to report on my own racing exploits this year I thought
you might be interested in others racing exploits. So Hazel & I decided Sicily
would be our summer holiday destination this year & I thought it would be a
great opportunity to take a look around the route of the Targa Florio Road
Race a fantastic relic from the greatest days of road racing.
The Targa Florio started in 1906 & was the brainchild of the wealthy pioneer
race driver and automobile enthusiast, Vincenzo Florio, who had previously
organised the Coppa Florio race in Brescia, Lombardy in 1900. He was a
resident of Palermo & wanted a race closer to home

Several versions of the track have been used. It started with a single lap of a
148 km circuit from 1906-1911 and 1931. From 1912 to 1914 a tour around
the perimeter of Sicily was used, with a single lap of 975 kilometres, lengthened to 1,080 kilometres from 1948 to 1950. The 148 km "Grande" circuit
was then shortened twice, the first time to 108 km, the version used from
1919-1930, and then to the 72 km circuit used from 1932-1936 & 1951-1977.
The final incarnation being the Circuito delle Madonie Piccolo which was 11
laps of a 72km (45 mile) course shown below during the period 1951-1977,
this was the heyday of the race with a total race distance of 495miles. As you
can see, the course threads its way through the mountains & through 4 small
towns.
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The start of the race was always just to the north of Cerda & followed an anticlockwise route. The cars were started at minute intervals as there was insufficient space for a full grid.
To this day the start/paddock area is still standing, in the photo below you
can see the paddock & pitlane raised up to the right, the concrete blocks infront of the pit garages have been placed there since the end of racing. The
road to the left was the course.
You can also see on the left amongst the trees 1 of 2 spectator grandstands,
the other being closer but now out of sight in the trees. In the distance the
timing tower is still visible and now covered in a fabric mural. It‘s a shame
but nowadays the locals drive past this monument to motorsport without even
batting an eyelid.

The 308CC was our
hire car

This was the pitlane
area back in the day
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The race became part of the FIA World Sportscar Championship & included
works entries from Alfa Romeo, Ferrari, Porsche & Mercedes Benz. All the
world‘s top sportcar drivers considered the Targa Florio to be something to
have on their CV‘s so champions such as Tazio Nuvolari, Juan Manual Fangio, Stirling Moss, Peter Collins, Graham Hill, Jackie Ickx, Brian Redman, Jo
Bonnier, Sandro Munari, Jo Siffert & Vic Elford all competed in the event.
Ultimately Porsche top the table of wins with 11. Alfa Romeo 10, Ferrari 7,
Lancia 5, Bugatti 5, Masarati 4, Mercedes Benz 3. These were just the
―works‖ teams, over the years there have been 25 other manufactures entered including Jaguar & Aston Martin. Incidentally, the Porsche Targa was
named after their success in the event.
By the late 60‘s, early 70‘s the cars had stopped being modified sportscars &
had become road legal full race cars with the works Alfa‘s claiming over
600hp, even with all this power the average speeds never went over 79mph
because the roads were so winding with very short straights.

Incredibly, in some places the course was no better than a single track, the
towns they went though were small & tight, the crowds packed the narrow
lanes for the whole 72km.
The last Targa Florio as a World Sportscar Championship race was run in
1973; where during this event it became impossible to retain its international
status after a number of horrendous and 2 fatal accidents at the event; one
which privateer Charles Blyth crashed his Lancia Fulvia HF into a trailer at
the end of the Buonfornello straight and was killed; and another where an
Italian driver crashed his Alpine-Renault into a group of spectators, killing
one.
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There were several other accidents during practice for the 1973 event in
which a total of seven spectators sustained injuries. In that year, even
a Porsche 911 won as the prototypes such as Jacky Ickx's Ferrari suffered
crashes or other troubles. Another reason for the Targa's international demise
was because the FIA, mandated safety walls on all circuits that were going to
hold FIA-mandated events; the public roads made this simply impossible and
totally impractical, especially from a financial standpoint. The Targa was continued as a national event for some years, before a crash in 1977 which killed
2 spectators and seriously injured 5 others (including the driver) sealed its
fete.

I took the picture on the
left in the village of Collesano & below is an interpretation of the same
scene from 1972 – as you
see nothing much has
changed….
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I‘ve attached this link which is a fabulous piece done by Vic Elford, it will give
you a great idea of what the race was like for the driver:http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pF_oF-ZMhD0
It is possible to follow the entire route which Hazel & I did in the trusty
Peugeot. Unfortunately the failing civil infrastructure in Sicily means having to
drive with extreme care. The road surface in some places has completely
collapsed meaning cracks in the surface 6 inches wide & 6 inches deep with
no warning. We had a couple of hairy moments when we were pushing on,
both involved excessive use of the steering & ABS. It‘s still worth doing mind
you, just to imagine what skill & bravery these drivers must have had.
If anyone is still interested, the rest of Sicily is a fantastic place to go. The
roads are mental & the people using them are even worse. If you can cope
with that, the scenery, history, weather, food & drink etc make it such a fantastic place to go.
Ciao for now, Paul H

Huntsman Rally—29th June 2013
I did this rally last year with my mate Andy Smith, who‘d never done any form
of motorsport before. It nearly all went pear shaped when the trailer broke
down on the way to the start and then I proceeded to plant the car in the
bushes on test 4. We decided to miss the regularities, as they looked too
complicated for a novice navigator, and we just completed the tests. We had
a great time, really enjoying the short, but intense tests.
So this year it was time for a more serious attempt. Gavin Rogers had done
the X part and the Ross with me and foolishly agreed to sit in with me once
again. Our Citroen AX was seeded at 45 and hopefully we could make up for
the disappointment of the Ross exclusion.
The Huntsman was not meant to be in this years Endurance championship,
but when the Bullose was cancelled, the Huntsman agreed to be part of the
championship. It‘s a different rally to the usual Endurance Rallys with short
tests and a large reliance on regularities to get a result. The rally was on the
first weekend of July and was based in Melbourne, Derbyshire just south of
Donington. There was a full entry of 65 cars, made up with historic cars, a
wide range of rally cars and about 35 endurance cars.
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The test format and order was the same as last year. So last years visit to the
undergrowth on Keepers Cottage loomed large in my head at the Test 2 start
line (I didn‘t tell Gavin by the way), so it was quite handy that a historic TR4
had gone off at the same place, as it gave me an excuse to ease off. Approaching the end of Test 5 (Ivanhoe 1) we were being flagged down about
50 yards from the finish (just before the final chicane). So it was a shame to
see a Corsa in the ditch facing the wrong way on the stop line (although if
you are going to go off, that‘s the classy way to do it). We were the next car
through, so we probably lost 20 secs at the very most - not a problem when
the regularities play such large part on a rally like this.
Our test times up to this point were at best 11 th or 12th fastest (not helped by
overshooting a cone and misjudging the approaches to a couple of passage
controls in the tests) and the delay on Test 5 helped in putting us well down
the order. Unlike the more regular Endurance rally‘s the shorter tests tended
to punish any small mistakes. The other problem was cleaning tests. It was a
problem last year, but with the higher standard of entry this year with all the
endurance cars it was an even bigger problem, virtually every endurance car
cleaned Tests 1 & 3
We were soon on to the regularities and it was here that things started to go
a bit ―funny‖. Once we‘d disposed of the 2 horses (for a mile) and the reversing women we noticed that we were catching up cars in front of us. Normally
you‘d assume the crew in the caught car weren‘t sure what they were doing
and stick to your own ―plan‖, but when the navigator in the caught car is Cath
Woodman, you start to wonder what is going on. Anyway after trying to rationalise things Gavin asked me about my trip (once I‘d realised he meant the
little black box on the dashboard and not my recent trip to the seaside) I managed to answer. It was then we realised that the 5 digits on the mechanical
correction display weren‘t all for distance correction. The 2 on the left were
for speedo correction. When doing a ―slight correction‖ after doing the measured 4.2 mile we‘d moved the wrong digit, which put us a long way out. To be
fair to Gavin, it‘s quite possible he hasn‘t come across a trip like this – it‘s a
Brantz one that I bought 2nd hand (from Rob Brook and it works fine) but
when I rang Brantz to ask about it, they couldn‘t identify it and think it may
have been a limited edition that they bought out 20 years ago.
I also felt a bit uncomfortable when we had to up the speed on the regularities to make up for the big delays, as it was a fairly busy time of day with a lot
of traffic, walkers, etc around. Add to the above 6 tractors and ―missing‖ code
boards etc it was quite an eventful set of regularities. It was my first proper
regularity – Gavin assured me that what we did on the Ross wasn‘t proper
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regularity, as we knew where the controls were. My god - what a lot of stuff
going on. Clocks, trips, speed tables, plot and bash navigation, changes of
average speed, list of not as map triangles etc etc. How you do all that at the
same time? Massive respect for that skill.
After the welcome lunch break it was back to final 6 tests (a near repeat of
the morning tests, apart from the 2 longer ones (used twice) using some different tracks to the morning). This was fairly uneventful, but brilliant fun nevertheless. The tests seemed drier than in the morning and the ford on Rising
Wood was virtually dry, unlike last year. Again though the problem of cleanable Tests reared its head - all 4 of the longer tests were cleaned by most of
the Endurance crews. These were the tests that I got my best times on last
year, cleaning some of them or being outright fastest. I know my times this
year would not have been the fastest, but I feel sure they would have been
top 5 or top 10 times. The organisers can‘t be blamed for this, as the rally is
not designed for the faster endurance competitors and was asked to step in
at the last minute.
Result sheets were produced at the finish, but it was a bit unclear as to who
came where and it seems that there were some queries about off-route code
boards and uncertainty about some of the test timecards. We left before any
clear information had been produced and as I understand it the organisers
took, what seems like the correct decision, to have a detailed look at the data
in a less pressured environment and release the results a few days later. A
shame, but better to get the right results.
Credit to the Carlton team for taking on the Endurance gang at such short
notice, once again an enjoyable and value for money event, in spite of the
few problems. Thanks to all the officials and marshals, especially the guy at
the first passage control in the Beaumont Test - where I assume most people
were the same as us – all locked up, the back hanging out, coming into the
control – a brave man indeed. The results were eventually finalised a few
weeks later (after a fair bit of too-ing an fro-ing) and we ended up 15th, which
considering the time lost on the tests, and more importantly (for this rally) the
regularities, it wasn‘t to bad.
The next and last Endurance event of the season is the Great Bustard on
December 1st – 100 miles of tests - Worthy Farm, Longleat, Keevil, Kingswood Warren, night road rally section finishing at 5am, mud, ice, snow, fog.
What‘s not to like?
Gary Ward
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